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JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

Job Title:  Processing Equipment Operator  

Reports To: Operations or Processing Manager 

Department:  Processing 

 

Essential Functions: 

 

 Survey the area and provide for storage of stock and in-process material and keep 

work station, clean, safe and organized. 

 Properly lift material and transport to destination with overhead cranes. 

 Properly land material in proper position on shear tables and/or saw tables and 

remove/attach magnets, chains, slings and other lifting attachments in a safe and 

secure manner. 

 Identify and retrieve the proper material according to work instructions or tickets. 

 Perform pre-shift crane, chain and lifting attachments inspection and document on 

inspection sheet. 

 Square material to the shear blade or saw roller guides and setup blade gap to proper 

plate thickness. 

 Cut simple and complex parts. 

 Perform inspection following the procedures on the control plans and hold to 

tolerances as specified on the work order/ticket, drawing or control plans. 

 Finish material to customer specifications, package and mark/tag accordingly. 

 Mark heat numbers on all drops and return to storage. 

 Use specified measuring devices properly. 

 Communicate with other workers and supervisors. 

 Understand and comply with safety rules and regulations. 

 Keep work areas and crane clean and free of debris and safety hazards. 

 Experienced in one or more of the following equipment types, CNC shear, drill, press 

brake, burning machine, band saw and ironworker. 

 Manual lifting and carrying material up to 75lbs. 

 Bending, squatting, stooping, walking and climbing. 

 Pulling, pushing and lifting material while manually retrieving or positioning. 

 Reaching, guiding, placing and prying. 

 Work in heat/cold and extreme weather conditions. 

 Able to see and hear other overhead cranes, other workers, equipment and alarms. 

 Have adequate eye sight to properly read measuring devices, drawings, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Qualifications: 

 

 Education: High School or Equivalent 

 Experience: Preferred 

 Knowledge, skills, and abilities:  Read and write words and numbers, differentiate 

between colors, ability to understand and comply with safety and quality 

requirements, possess basic math skills. 

 Able to read and comprehend work and safety rules, operating procedures and 

instructions. 

 Able to read measuring devises, color code charts, drawings, work instructions and 

other instructions. 

 Able to verbally communicate with other workers and management. 

 Able to complete inspections reports. 

 Able to operate crane in safe manner. 

 Able to operate the computerized controller. 

 Able to cut material to established quality standards and quantities. 

 

The company may change these job requirements at any time and employees may be required to 

follow other job related instructions and to perform other job related duties at the direction of the 

supervisor.  This job description does not alter the at-will nature of employment. 

 

 

_______________________    ___________________ 

Employee’s Signature     Date 

 

 

_______________________    ___________________ 

Supervisor’s Signature    Date 

 


